
HAPPY 
BIRTDHAY

An eight months pregnant young girl, 
three options to assess, 

only one hour to take her final decision.



Elevator doors open. 

Isabel (23) begins to follow a 

nurse along a corridor. 

Denis (25) and Norma (60) 
silently walk behind them. 

They all stop in front of a door. 

Isabel is the only one to get in. 

Inside the white room 

a wall clock strikes 11 AM. 



EIGHT MONTHS BEFORE


Isabel is pregnant from her boyfriend Denis.

After a few months some of the routine tests


reveal a kind of abnormality.


Despite her continued requests, when she

obtains the permission for the amniocentesis


it is way too late.


Eight months pregnant, Isabel receives a grim verdict.

The fetus is affected by a rare degenerative disease


that will bring the child to inevitable death

after about five years since the first symptom arise.




Abortion at this stage of pregnancy is illegal.

Once they have scraped together


the money needed,

Isabel, her mother Norma and Denis


head to a private clinic abroad.


As soon as she arrive at the clinic,

Isabel repeats the tests,


but the results are discordant.

Isabel asks one hour to think all by herself.


In the white room the wall clock strikes 11 AM. 
Isabel sits down. 

Three options now take shape in her mind. 



I
Isabel and Denis take care of their son 

Alan with unconditional love.

Year after year Alan grows up


completely healthy.

But on the same day of

his fifth birthday party,


 Isabel sees that perfect life

suddenly crumbling in front of her.


Still sitting in the white room, 
Isabel is staring at the clock: 

only ten minutes have elapsed.



II 
Alan used to be a lively, bright child until the first symptom appears.


He’s almost six by now: he cannot move nor speak anymore.

On the day of his sixth birthday the cake is leaning on the table,


but nobody is around, all is silent, Alan’s crib is empty.


Isabel glances at the wall clock again: it strikes 11.30 AM now. 



III 
A needle enters the belly


to stop the heart of the fetus.

By then, for more than fifty hours


an unceasing pain

causes Isabel terrible hallucinations:


unresolved conflicts and buried memories 
strongly emerge, leading her into


an inner journey ever undertaken before.


It’s 12 AM. 
Isabel stands up and gets out of the room 

taking along her own decision. 



CHARACTERS
ISABEL   23, is engaged with Denis since she was 17. Born in the suburbs, she grew up only with her mother Norma, 
whose husband abandoned them both whitout any trace when Isabel was just 3 years old.

Under an outgoing surface, determined, sometimes stubborn, Isabel hides a complex interiority

made of questions unanswered. She tries to minimize her deepest needs leading a simple life.

Besides the work as a street cleaner, which allows her to stay with Denis only a few hours a day,

her life includes shopping in the weekends and evenings with friends.

Her difficult pregnancy forces Isabel to make an inevitable choice, through which she will finally discover herself. 

DENIS   25, is an orfan from an early age. He was raised by his grandparents, who recently died.

Basically submissive, he has an extreme sensibility that tries to hide under his uniform of a security guard.

He has a poor self-esteem and thinks that his value depends on the others’ opinions.  

The only one which seems able to have an "equal" relationship with him is his english bulldog named Hector,

with whom he sometimes confides by speaking aloud.

Although he is not feeling ready to have a child, Denis is carried away by the enthusiasm of Isabel.

The inevitability of the disease makes his most intimate fears emerge, leaving him unable to react adequately.


NORMA   60, is an eccentric, chaotic, chatty woman who does not like to be called into question.

She is pretty contradictory in anything she does, from cooking to religious practices.

She all the time binges on every kind of food, even if she constantly claims she is on a diet

and she forces herself into improbable fitness sessions alternated to unscrupulous prayer rituals.

Notwithstanding this extravagance, when faced with the tragic nature of her daughter’s pregnancy,

Norma is eventually revealed as a fragile woman with great empathy.




NOTES
Happy Birthday is inspired by a true story.


The very fist idea of our film has as its starting point a first-hand account of a dreadful experience.

Over a few informal meetings held in 2015, D*, an italian girl in her 20s, told us in detail the puzzling, awkward,


striking vicissitudes that she has been through so that she could eventually get to have an abortion.

Happy birthday has a central narrative line that constitutes the punctuation marks,


a kind of spinal cord that relates the beginning and the end of the story.

The featureless white room of the private hospital is the place where the flashbacks and flashforwards


inexorably merge within that one crucial hour which expands before our eyes.

Happy birthday takes place in a world almost identical to ours, which, however,


does not exactly coincide in all respects, as if it were a completely plausible parallel dimension.

We decided to avoid specific geographical references to release our tale from any purely political implication.


Our intention is to promote a narrative dimension that is as most universal and shareable as possible.

Happy birthday chronicles the various consequences of a choice, without showing or judging the choice itself.


The end of the film coincides with the gaining of awareness by the protagonist:

when the time is over and Isabel leaves the room, her decision remains along with her,


out of our reach, beyond the hospital corridor, beyond the end credits.

The verdict remains at the discretion of the viewer: everyone is encouraged to take a point of view on the issue


and to come to terms with its own way of interpreting the world.
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AUTHORS
Désirée Giorgetti, born in Milan in 1982. 
I have always been fond of psychology and criminology. In 2003 I am admitted as actress at the National 
Academy of Drama Silvio D’Amico. My first horror movie, Morituris by Raffaele Picchio, banned in Italy, 
opens me the doors of the indie universe abroad. I work on genre short films as Morgue Street by Alberto 
Viavattene and Liscivia (Lye) by Francesco Niccolai, who directs me also in Greberming. 
In 2008 I am the female protagonist of Ritual — A psychomagic story by Luca Immesi and Giulia Brazzale, 
a film about Alejandro Jororowski's psycomagic art. In these last years I take part as a main character in 
many indipendent projects as House of Evil by Boni & Ristori and German Angst by Buttgereit, Marshall 
and Kosakowski. Happy Birthday has been conceived as the result of my interest in human inner conflicts 

Francesco Niccolai, born in 1984, currently living in Rome. Since 2009 I have been working as a 
screenwriter or as director/assistant director on italian and international productions. Since 2010 I 
directed  short horror/thriller films with which experimenting and mixing different techniques, 
languages and narrative instruments.  
These shorts have been selected and awarded on horror/sci-fi festivals circuit:  
7 A RITROSO SORTIRA' 7, a kind of palindrome story which has two possible versions that are opposite 
each other but the same; Liscivia (Lye), a tale about superstition, abortion and witchcraft in the suburbs 
of Rome; Greberming, a short documentary which tells the production of a film never completed. 
As a screenwriter I released several works, including short films as Matilde, by Vito Palmieri, selected in 
competition at Berlinale 2013; Thriller, by Giuseppe Marco Albano, winner of the David di Donatello 
2015; A Girl Like You, by Massimo Loi & Gianluca Mangiasciutti, recently completed, currently in 
distribution, and the feature film See you in Texas, by Vito Palmieri, an hybrid of fiction and 
documentary, awarded with the Jury Grand Prix at 2016 Golden Goblet Award in Shanghai
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Pervaded by a dreamlike atmosphere 
and a touch of irony, 

Happy Birthday 
is a grotesque and visionary 

psychological drama.
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